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St Philip and St James 

Reading: Wisdom 5:15-16 or Proverbs 4:10-18, Psalm 84, 1 Corinthians 12: 4-13, Gospel 

Reading: John 14: 1-14 

Good morning dear friends 

The book of Proverbs has so many valuable lessons. It has the ability to make anyone feel 

like a child again. It is direct and full of wisdom like a parent telling their children, “You 

may not understand now, but someday you will, if you do what I tell you, you will save 

yourself from a lot of trouble, trust me I know what I’m talking about.” 

The book of Proverbs is also like an album. When you look at the photos captured of 

years gone by, you often reminisce and feel a sense of regret, comfort or probably 

mostly thinking, “What on earth was I doing? Wearing those shoes?” 

The specific reading of Proverbs today is like a parent speaking to a child, “Listen to me 

and you will have a long life.” 

It also takes us back to a time where we are either very happy that we stayed on the 

straight and narrow way or we regret not adhering to the words, “Do not enter the path 

of the wicked.” 

Wickedness or the path of evildoers is most times associated with what we see, touch 

and feel. Some stern religious folk would often refer to alcohol, music, television and 

even laughter as the path of wickedness.  

My dad always says, “If alcohol turns you into a person that neither you nor others like, 

or if you are a threat to both yourself and your neighbour then probably that is the 

wicked path.” It simply means that for you it is not a good thing.  

But others may probably be able to hold their liquor and if they do, where is the harm in 

that? 

But what do we deem as wicked? Is it only the things that we can, pin point, touch and 

feel? Is it what the specific thing turns you into? Or is wickedness something that can 

corrupt the unseen, the mind, the soul? 

Whatever we deem as wicked, things we have learnt from our parents and their parents, 

things we have learnt as adults by making mistakes, things that we may have learnt from 



looking through old photo albums, perhaps the things we learnt when we raised our 

children, whatever we deem as wicked, may we not enter that path again. 

Whether it is something we can see, feel, and touch. Whether it is something we cannot 

see, may we never enter the path of wickedness again.  

The path of the righteous isn’t always easier and exempt from the trials of this life, but 

the conscience is always clear and the soul always at peace.  

Let us pray 

“Lord Jesus, think on me, 

Nor let me go astray; 

Through darkness and perplexity 

Point thou the heavenly way.” 

   Bishop Synesius of Cyrene  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


